
Day 26 Wednesday 8th August
It was anther early start but no complaints, we were on our way to Rio de Janeiro! A lot of 
us are really excited to be visiting one of the most iconic cities in the world!
It was a smooth flight, a mere 1 hour and 45 minutes, hardly time for even Joe Re to get a 
proper cat nap in! We are now such seasoned travellers that such journeys hardly warrant 
any fuss, all of us taking it in our stride. 
Check in at the hotel was its usual format, poor Georgie trying to negotiate rooms to fit us 
all, girls and boys in different floors, everyone near a leader.  Whilst the rest of us have a 
good nosy at the lobby or check out the laundry and Internet access she can usually be 
found in deep discussion trying to unravel the hotel's system.  With 17 floors and JoLters 
flung far and wide today was an even harder challenge! 
We went for lunch at a typical Brazilian buffet cafe but this one had a twist, you chose the 
food and they weighed it.  With a budget of 20 reals each it brought a whole new slant to 
lunch - does potato salad weigh more then pasta? Is chicken lighter than the lasagne? 
What a dilemma. In the end we were a little too cautious in our choices and many 
managed a return trip to fit in pudding too.


After lunch we headed for a meeting with the British consulate. We met near Ipanama 
beach.
Jamie Lee tells us about the afternoon...



"When I saw the beach I couldn't believe it, it was so beautiful compared to your typical 
British beach, blue skies, a blazing sun and golden sand...gorgeous. It was exciting to 
meet Oliver the British consulate from the embassy, I was also very jealous of him he told 
us he lived in Brazil for over 5 years,  how cool! We met some of his team as well they 
were very nice and wanted to know quite a lot about us, they seemed very interested in 
what we had been doing the past 4 weeks but hey who wouldn't want to know :L overall 
meeting the embassy team and having some delicious Mocktails on the stunning beach 
was lush it couldn't of been any better 
until we watched the sun go 
down.BEAUTIFUL!!"
After our evening stroll along the 
promenade where we mingled with 
artists, street traders and numerous 
skateboarders and cyclists we made 
our way to the shopping mall for a 
chance to browse some of the 
Brazilian shops, unfortunately a little 
out of our budget but great for a 
window shop. Tomorrow is a big day 
in Rio so it wasn't long before we 
were all tucked up in bed.
 


